Eckmann and Shopf [9] have shown that injective envelopes always exist. It follows that every A-module A has an injective resolution, (1) A is left Noetherian. (1) is [7, Proposition 41 ].
(3)=>(4) reduces easily to showing that a direct system has an injective resolution. To see that such resolutions exist we first take an injective module E containing, say, the direct sum of all A/7, 7 a left ideal in A. Then, for any A-module A, the obvious map A->EHomù(A-B) is a monomorphism into an injective module. (To the categorists, E is just an "injective generator.") The embedding above actually defines a natural transformation from the identity functor, and so it defines a similar embedding on any direct (or, for that matter, inverse) system(').
(1)=> (5) We are given a direct system [Ai, fi¡\ and a sub-direct system \Bi), with 73, an essential submodule of Ai. If A and 73 denote the respective direct limits we must show that 73 is essential in A. For this it clearly suffices to show that if aÇ:A and Aaf~\B = 0 then a = 0. If _/»: Ai-^A is the natural map into the direct limit, then a=/,(a.) for some i. Since A is left Noetherian we may assume, after choosing i suitably large that/,-is a monomorphism on Aa¿. Then since fi(Aaii\BA QAaP\B = Q we have AaiP\73< = 0. Hence, since 73¿ is essential in Ai, Aa, = 0, so a=f,(aA =0.
(5)=Kl) If A is not left Noetherian choose a strictly increasing sequence {^4"} of left ideals, and set A = UnA". We define inductively an increasing sequence, {73n}, of left ideals, satisfying: (i) Bni\A =An, and (ii) Bn/An is a maximal submodule of A/A» having 0 intersection with A/An. The construction is a standard Zorn's lemma argument once it is observed that, if 73" has been chosen, then 73n-|-y4"+i/^4B+in^l/^[n+i = 0.
(a) This construction was pointed out to the author by Charles Watts.
[January Now with B = UnBn we consider the direct system of modules k/Bn and submodules B/B". The direct limits are A/5 and 0, respectively, so we shall have the required example once we show that B/Bn is essential in A/Bn for all n, and B ?¿A. Viewing A/Bn as a quotient of A/.4" the first assertion follows from (ii) above and the general fact that if N is a submodule of M and K is maximal such that KT\N = 0 then N+K/K is essential in M/K (see [9] ). Finally, since BnC\A =An the chain \Bn} is strictly increasing, so its union cannot equal A.
One of our principal uses of this theorem is for rings of quotients. We need the fact that this passage preserves minimal injective resolutions. The next lemma extends slightly an unpublished remark of Matlis. Lemma 1.2. Let Rbea commutative ring, A an R-algebra, and S a multiplicatively closed set in R.
(a) If Eis a As-module, then E is A-injective if and only if E is As-injective. (b) If A is left Noetherian and E is k-injective, then Es is both A-and Asinjective.
Proof, (a) If A is a finitely generated A-module, and £ is a As-module, then Honu(.4, E) = Honu(.4s, E) = HomAs(^4s, E).
Since every finitely generated As-module has the form As as above, it follows that Honu( , E) is exact on finitely generated A-modules if and only if Honus( , E) is exact on finitely generated As-modules, and this, by [6, Chapter I, 3.2], establishes (a). is an isomorphism when A is finitely generated since A is left Noetherian. It follows then, as in (a) above, that HomAs( , Es) is exact on finitely generated As-modules, so Es is As-injective. Corollary 1.3. Let A be a left Noetherian R-algebra and S a multiplicatively closed set in R. Then Rs®r is an exact functor from A-modules to Asmodules which preserves essential monomorphisms and injective modules, and, hence, minimal injective resolutions.
Proof. The exactness is well known, and the preservation of injectives is contained in Lemma 1.2. It remains to show that if 0->B->A is essential then so also is 0-*Bs-*As. Since .4s is a direct limit of modules As>, where 5'= {xn|w>0} for some x£R, it follows from (5) of Theorem 1.1 that we may assume 5={x"|w>0} for some x£i?. Let An = A for all n and let An->An+i be multiplication by x. Then A s is the direct limit of this system. Moreover, if Bn = BC.A", this inclusion is essential, so the limit, Bs, of this sub-direct system, is essential in .4s, again by (5) Proof. Let X be a minimal injective resolution of A. Then Xs is an injective resolution of As, by Lemma 1.2, and from this the first assertion follows. Now suppose IdA2j}04a}¡) <» for all 9ft. Then, since X%i is a minimal resolution of Ayn, by Corollary 1.3, we have (X")sk = 0 for all 9ft, and it follows that Xn = 0 so ld\(A) <«. From this the second assertion follows. Proof. By considering the exact sequence 0->A->*A-»A/xA-*0 we see that for any injective A-module E, xE = E. Let 0->A->Eo->D->0 be exact with 7¿o an injective envelope of A. Since x is a nonzero divisor on A ker(£0-*XE0) DA =0 so Et,-»*E0 is a monomorphism, hence an isomorphism, E0 being an essential extension of A. This isomorphism induces D = E0/A=E0/xA. Again, since x is a nonzero divisor on E0 we see that HoniA(A/xA, Ea/xA) = {e G E0\ xe G xA)/xA = A/xA, so HomA(A/xA, D)^A/xA. Now let
be a minimal injective resolution of P. Recall that xEo = Eo so xD = D and hence xX = X. It follows that the complex HonufA/xA, X) is acyclic, so, by Lemma 2.1, it is a minimal A/xA-injective resolution of HonufA/xA, P)
A/xA. We conclude, therefore, that Id(.4) <»=>£" = 0=>HomA(A/xA, E")=0 =^ld¡L/xiL(A/xA) <» -1. Moreover, by Corollary 1.4, IdAs(yl,s) <», and this proves our theorem in one direction. Conversely, assume \dh.¡x^(A/xA) <» -1; then, from the construction above again, Houia(A/xA, En) =0, i.e. x is a nonzero divisor on E". Therefore Ea-^*En is an isomorphism so En = (En)s. Our next theorem gives a characterization of rings of self injective dimension one which we shall require in [5] . Most of it was observed independently by Jans in [12] , and we shall prove here only those portions not contained in Jans' paper.
If A is a A-module we write A* = Honu(.4, A), which is again a A-module (of the opposite kind). There is a natural homomorphism ôA: A-*A**, and we call A torsionless if 8A is a monomorphism, reflexive if 8A is an isomorphism. A submodule B of A is said to be closed in A if A/B is torsionless. is reflexive if and only if ExtA(7G, A) (resp. Ext\(KB, A), resp. Ext\,(Kc, A)) = 0. Therefore our conclusion follows from the exact sequence for Ext. (1) IdA(A) g 1 (A viewed as a left A-module).
(2) ExtA(C, P) =0 whenever C and P are finitely generated left A-modules with C torsionless and P projective.
(3) A closed projective submodule of a finitely generated left A-module is a direct summand.
(4) Every torsionless finitely generated right A-module is reflexive.
(5) Every right ideal in A is reflexive.
Proof. From Jans [12] we have (1)<=>(2) (Introduction), (2)<^>(4) (Theorem 1.1), and (1)<=> (4) Examples. (1) It is shown in [5] , on the basis of this corollary, that if 7? is an integral domain in which every ideal can be generated by two elements, then ldR(R) Ú1. The results of this section, while concerning finitistic dimensions, have as their main consequence that if Idß(i?) < oo then R is an MC ring. We first record some results we shall need. The next proposition is a somewhat technical construction for which we have two important applications. The elements of the argument are present in [3, §2] , though the conclusions we require cannot be derived directly from the results in [3] . Proof. The second statement follows immediately from the definition and Proposition 5.1(b). As for the first statement, the first inequality follows from Proposition 5.1(b), and for the second we may assume 7C-dim7??í0. Then if O is a prime ideal of height «^1 there is a prime "ißCO for which Codim 7?$ = » -1, by the proposition above, and from this our conclusion follows. Proof. Except for Codim R this is an immediate consequence of the corollary above. The insertion of Codim R is then permitted by Corollary 5.3, since the latter is computed locally.
Remark. We know of no ring R for which K-dim Rt-FPD(R). But an obvious induction on length reduces this assertion to Lemma 3.2.
Let R be a local MC ring, and let Q be the ideal generated by a system of parameters (s.o.p.). Then it follows from [15, Theorem 1.3] of [16, Appendix 6, Lemma 3] and the remarks above that the dimension, », of the socle of i?/0-i.e. the number of irreducible components of O-is independent of the s.o.p. chosen. While this invariance is not valid for arbitrary local rings, neither does it characterize those which are MC rings. In any event we shall refer to an MC ring 7? as above, more specifically, as an MCn ring. Thus an MCI ring is a local MC ring in which every s.o.p. generates an irreducible ideal. The theorem of Northcott and Rees referred to above generalizes a theorem of Grobner [ll] which asserts that regular local rings are MCI. In general, if R is MC«, and if 21 is generated by an 7?-sequence, then 7?/2l is again MC«. Thus, any local complete intersection (regular local ring modulo an 7?-sequence) is MCI. A local Artinian ring 7?(7C-dim = 0) is MC», where » is the dimension of the socle of R.
MC rings are characterized by the fact that an ideal 21 generated by an 7?-sequence of length k is unmixed of height k (see [15] or [16, Appendix 6] ). We call 21 irreducibly unmixed of height k if, in addition, the primary components of 21 are irreducible. Theorem 6.3. The following are equivalent for a ring R of finite Krull dimension.
As pointed out in the introduction we can now conclude that, for local rings: regular =-> local complete intersection -=> finite self injective dimension =>MCl=í>MC. This indicates a number of examples to which Theorem 6.3 applies. We might note further that, while local complete intersections are defined to be quotients of regular local rings, one can define them in general using Assmus' characterization [l, Theorem 2.7] . It follows then, using Theorem 2.2, that local complete intersections, even in this more general sense, have finite self injective dimension. The following example which goes back to Macaulay, and which was pointed out to the author by D. G. Northcott, shows that local complete intersections do not exhaust the local rings of finite self injective dimension: With K a field, R = K[[x, y, z]]/(xi -y2, y2 -z2, xy, yz, zx) is a quasi-Frobenius ring, but manifestly not a local complete intersection.
